More than Money:
Other Things To Consider When
Hiring A Load Bank Provider
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Why The Right
Partner Matters
Searching for ways to reduce the cost of commissioning and maintaining your facility is
always top of mind. While it’s important to keep costs to a minimum, it should not come at
the cost of quality.
Load bank testing offers a versatile solution for mission-critical facilities across a wide
range of industries. As the most effective way to ensure your facility functions properly,
load bank testing simulates real-world scenarios and partnering with a load bank expert
provides benefits you didn’t know you needed.
From increasing safety, saving time, troubleshooting equipment, and avoiding risks, you
can expect so much more than just saving money.
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Making Safety A
Top Priority
Load bank testing a critical power system can be dangerous if not
done correctly. To keep your team and facility safe, find an expert
that tests every load bank prior to delivery. Research providers to
determine if the benefits include a written safety management
system, onsite test management, and solutions tailored to your
specific needs.
HANDS-ON SUPPORT
When you partner with a load bank provider that includes a fullytrained, on-site technical expert, they will manage the delivery,
set-up, testing, troubleshooting, and tear-down processes. With
the expertise to manage any test and troubleshoot any problem,
your load bank technician will ensure efficient testing, reliable
equipment, and effective results. Gain peace of mind by having a
dependable consultant on your side for all your load bank testing
requirements.
CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
Safety begins with planning. You should receive a testing plan
tailored to your facility’s specific needs. Before determining the
right load bank solutions and offering a quote, a load bank expert
should take the time to understand your unique requirements and
develop a custom solution to ensure efficient and effective testing.
All load banks should receive a formal quality inspection prior to
being shipped to your site. Using the wrong equipment can cause
damage to your facility and with a little research, you can avoid
these unnecessary stressors and costs.
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Test On Your Time

Time is of the essence when it comes to load testing for
commissioning projects. Faster testing means opening
or reopening a facility quicker.
While you may be cautious relying on a load bank company to manage your
time-sensitive testing needs, the right load bank partner can actually save you
time. When you combine quick response time with a large inventory of reliable
equipment and technical support, chances are you’ll never have to worry about
your project missing a deadline.
Find a company that responds to your inquiry within one day, offers customer
support 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and who can deliver your load bank
when you need it. When the required equipment you need is readily available
you will never have to wait for testing or delay opening.
When renting a load bank, the equipment should be delivered ready to use.
Unfortunately, many load bank providers do not have the capacity to maintain
or test their load banks before delivery. This can result in a malfunctioning load
bank and time wasted troubleshooting or waiting for the delivery of another
load bank.
Find a provider who focuses on equipment reliability and offers technical
support. Load banks are complex pieces of equipment that require training to
operate. Having a trained on-site technician available to assess any problems
will reduce the time wasted on troubleshooting and offer faster and more
reliable load testing solutions.
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Avoid Risks

Load banks are designed to determine the operating
status of your primary and backup power systems
and can detect a wide range of conditions before they
trouble your facility.
Equipment failure can be devastating to a facility. While all equipment does
have a lifecycle, it can be difficult to gauge where your system is in its lifespan.
Working with the right load bank partner on a regular basis allows you to
monitor how your equipment is operating. By building a historic timeline of
equipment performance you can uncover trends, changes, irregularities, and
potential defects before they turn into a problem.
Unplanned outages can cost you. Not only is there a potential to lose money,
but it can also hurt your company’s reputation. Testing your emergency
backup system will determine how your backup system will respond during
an outage. Your technician will report on any problems found in testing so
they can be addressed before a real outage takes place.
Testing gives you validation that your system is running at peak performance.
A proper load bank technician can conduct testing to detect problems such
as design errors, defective equipment, flawed construction, and improper
settings. When you uncover these problems you can make adjustments to
ensure optimal operation and profits of your facility.
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Is ComRent The Right Load Bank
Provider For Your Facility?

Our service is a faster, less expensive, and safer load bank
testing option.
ComRent offers a unique and customized load bank renting process that will
make your load testing more efficient. Our large inventory of load banks and
24-hour response time will ensure you have the equipment you need, when
you need it.
Every ComRent load bank is thoroughly tested before delivery to guarantee
proper functionality. Each load bank rental project includes an onsite
technical specialist to ensure the job is set up properly and runs as effectively
as possible. You can trust our team is thoroughly trained to see the project
through so you can utilize your time elsewhere.
Additionally, ComRent has a track record of safety. We have completed more
than 430,000 load tests with a 99.99% on-site performance and success test
rate. Our goals are consistent: safety and a reliable service every time. As your
trusted service partner, ComRent will always go above and beyond.
Contact us today for a complimentary consultation.
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At ComRent, we provide
more than just solutions;
we provide answers to your
challenges.


ComRent Corporate Headquarters
10901 W. 120th Ave., Suite 150
Broomfield, CO 80021





888.881.7118

www.ComRent.com
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